Apoptosis, proliferation, differentiation: in search of the order.
In search of the order, we are tempted to universally link cell death, proliferation, differentiation, and senescence. Current models (classical, conflicting signal and quantitative signal models) are restricted, precisely because they attempt to hardware a plethora of end-points of cellular responses. By defining each cellular process in molecular term, one can disconnect proliferation (CDK activation), apoptosis (caspase activation), and differentiation (tissue function genes expression), even though these responses are linked by upstream signal transduction pathways. These ambivalent pathways (e.g. mitogen-activated pathways) simultaneously transduce opposite signals (for growth arrest and cycling, for cell death and survival), which are ultimately translated in all possible combinations of cellular responses. When depicted in multidimensional axis, this universal model may also include invasiveness, senescence, metastatic and angiogenic responses and even such integral characteristics as malignant transformation.